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Abstract We investigated the effects of whole body tilt
and lifting the arm against gravity on perceptual estimates
of the Gravity-Referenced Eye Level (GREL), which
corresponds to the subjective earth-referenced horizon.
The results showed that the perceived GREL was influ-
enced by body tilt, that is, lowered with forward tilt and
elevated with backward tilt of the body. GREL estimates
obtained by arm movements without vision were more
biased by whole-body tilt than purely visual estimates.
Strikingly, visual GREL estimates became more depen-
dent on whole-body tilt when the indication of level was
obtained by arm lifting. These findings indicate that active
motor involvement and/or the addition of kinesthetic
information increases the body tilt-induced bias when
making GREL judgements. The introduction of motor/
kinaesthetic cues may induce a switch from a semi-
geocentric to a more egocentric frame of reference. This
result challenges the assumption that combining non-
conflicting multiple sensory inputs and/or using inter-
modal information provided during action should improve
perceptual performance.
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Introduction

The perceived eye level is commonly considered as a
cardinal reference for distance judgement (Ooi et al. 2001)
and for up and down egocentric location (Li et al. 2001;
Matin and Li 1995). For instance, when observers in
complete darkness state that a luminous visual object
appears to be higher or lower than themselves, location is
specified to their perception of their own eye level (Raphel
and Barraud 1994; Stoper and Cohen 1989). However, in
the simplest circumstances, “eye level” can be referred to a
plane parallel to the transverse plane of the head (i.e. head-
referenced eye level, HREL), or normal to the direction of
gravity (i.e. gravity-referenced eye level, GREL; Stoper
and Cohen 1989). It should be noted that these planes are
coincident when the observer is stationary and erect, but
differ when the observer is tilted forward or backward.

Whereas HREL judgements can be assessed in a purely
egocentric frame of reference, GREL estimates require to
adjust the perceived horizontal direction to eye level, that
is to link an external system of coordinates with an
egocentric component (Howard 1986). Consequently, the
nature of the task, for instance, asking a subject to look
“straight ahead” (i.e. HREL judgement) or to look at the
“earth horizon” (i.e. GREL judgement) would certainly
lead to different results when the body is tilted. Similarly,
purely geocentric tasks such as subjective visual vertical or
horizontal estimates in the pitch plane (Correia et al. 1968;
Ebenholtz 1970) cannot directly be compared to GREL
judgements, since they did not specifically rely on eye
level (i.e. egocentric component). Nevertheless, any
environmental influence on GREL estimates will have
important repercussions in the perception of the external
space.

This paper aims then at investigating the perception of
GREL for different whole-body pitch orientations and
under different sensorimotor conditions.

It has been shown that the visually perceived GREL in
darkness when the head is upright is lower than the true
eye level (i.e. the physical plane passing through the eyes
and normal to gravity; Raphel and Barraud 1994), but
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remains nevertheless highly consistent and accurate (Mc
Dougall 1903; Stoper and Cohen 1986). Pitching of the
visual environment largely influences GREL estimates
with respect to true eye level, from 12 deg downward for
20° forward tilts of the visual field to 11 deg backward for
20° backward tilts of the visual field (Matin and Li 1992).
However, this effect is independent of the pitch head
orientation over a ±20° range.

Schöne (1964) investigated the influence of different
head and body pitch orientations on the GREL perception
in darkness under different gravity field strengths. To that
purpose, subjects sat in a swing-out centrifuge, able to
generate gravitational force levels from 1 to 1.9 g. Head
and body pitch position ranged from 30° backward to 20°
forward. Judgements were found to be highly modified by
body tilt under increased field strength. For instance,
GREL estimates varied from about 15 deg upward for
−20° backward body tilts to 10 deg downward for 20°
forward body tilts under 1.6 g. However, as mentioned by
the author himself, the GREL in normogravity was
perceived “approximately correctly” within the tested
range of body tilt. It should be pointed out, however, that
the axis scale of the reported figures in this paper were
chosen for representing the large effects of hypergravity on
GREL estimates, but could have hidden any weaker
potential effects under 1 g. Moreover, GREL values at
different tilts under 1 g were not statistically analysed in
that study.

On the other hand, a recent experiment suggests that
GREL perception is influenced by pitch head orientation
in complete darkness when the subject’s whole-body is
slowly rotated (Bourdin et al. 2001). In that situation, the
absolute errors in visually adjusting the GREL are directly
proportional to the up-to-8° pitch tilt. The shifts in GREL
estimates induced by body tilt might have been the
consequence of head tilt underestimation due to the
extremely slow pattern of rotation (ω=0.05°.s−1), well
below the semicircular canals’ threshold (Benson 1990).
The first purpose of the present study is thus to investigate
whether a comparable GREL perceptual shift can be
induced by suprathreshold whole-body rotations to greater
angles of pitch tilt.

The second aspect of this work relates to the fact that
most experiments involving visual GREL settings were
carried out through passive assessments with immobilised
subjects, in spite of the fact that numerous studies have
shown that action can improve perception (cf. Viviani
1990, for a review). In this respect, Ballinger (1988)
investigated the effect of pointing movements on the
visually perceived GREL in upright subjects facing a tilted
visual field. The magnitude of the mean pointing error due
to the tilted visual field was approximately half of the
magnitude of the mean error assessed verbally. However,
the subjects were not successful at pointing to eye level
when they could not see their hand in relation to their
surroundings. Fouque et al. (1999) investigated the
influence of motor-kinesthetic involvement on the visually
perceived HREL (i.e. egocentric judgement) for different
whole-body pitch tilts. Comparing passive estimates with

pointing errors towards remembered targets located at
HREL, the authors concluded that the action of pointing
improves the accuracy of judging eye level. However, the
presence of a conflicting visual field for HREL passive
estimates (e.g. upright visual field with body tilted or vice
versa) as well as the difference of task between passive
and active conditions (i.e. adjusting a target at a certain
height vs. pointing towards a flashed memorized target)
might have led to such results.

Nevertheless, recent data suggested that arm lifting
movements do provide information about orientation in
space by generating additional cues about the direction of
gravity (Gooey et al. 2000; Luyat et al. 2001). For
instance, the dynamic gravitational torque generated by
arm lifting movements may be involved in limb position
sense in space (Bock 1994; Gooey et al. 2000; Worring-
ham and Stelmach 1985) and may improve a more general
geocentric perception about the direction of gravity (Fitger
1976; Gentaz and Hatwell 1996; Luyat et al. 2001), the
latter being involved in GREL judgements (Stoper and
Cohen 1989). The second purpose of the present study is
then to investigate whether judgements made with active
arm lifting movements (i.e. “motor-kinesthetic involve-
ment”) can lead to increased accuracy of GREL estimates
performed during whole-body tilts.

Herewith we report two experiments, for which we
hypothesized that the perceptual GREL estimates would
be influenced by whole-body tilt as well as by the method
of assessment (i.e. the use of arm movement). More
precisely, we expected that large body pitch tilts would
lead to a consistent perceptual shift of the GREL in the
direction of tilt, which could be attenuated when the
moving arm is involved in the judgement.

Material and methods

Subjects

A total of 17 healthy subjects gave informed consent to participate
in the present study according to local ethic committee guidance and
the Helsinki convention. Ten subjects (five males and five females
ranging from 22 to 48 years, mean age = 28±5.7 years) took part in
Experiment 1. Three of them also took part in Experiment 2,
together with seven new subjects (six males and four females
ranging from 22 to 51 years, mean age = 32 years).

Apparatus

The subjects were seated and tightly restrained in a padded chair
with a four-points pilot seat belt (Fig. 1A). The chair was supported
between bearings within an earth fixed supporting frame and its
position could be adjusted so that the subjects’ trans-ocular axis
coincided with its axis of rotation. The chair was motorized and
rotated slowly in pitch. The subjects’ head, oriented in the natural
upright position when the plane of the seat back was parallel to the
gravitational vertical, was firmly restrained by a headrest and a bite
bar fixed to the chair frame. Backward and forward tilts were
delivered at a constant velocity of 1.5 deg.s-1, with initial
accelerations and final decelerations (1.5 deg.s-2) above the semi-
circular canals’ threshold (Benson 1990).
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In Experiment 1, GREL estimates were performed by manually
adjusting the orientation of a tilting rod, pivoted at eye level, or by
setting the height of a small adjustable laser dot projected on a board
placed at 1.5 m from the subjects remotely with a dial. The tilting
rod (length: 65 cm; diameter: 1 cm) was free to rotate in pitch about
one end which was mounted in a bearing fixed to the body tilting
device and aligned at the level of the subjects’ trans-ocular axis.
Subjects were thus able to move the rod up or down with their right
hand to adjust its sagittal orientation. The laser pointer was free to
rotate about its long axis and was mounted on a small, motorized
support, external to the tilting device and coincident with the chair
rotation axis. Alternatively the laser pointer could be fixed to the end
of the tilting rod at different relative orientations in pitch. The
external laser pointer was either controlled by the experimenter or
by the subjects themselves, by means of a remote control dial, so
that the beam could be positioned vertically in the sagittal plane. The
rod and the external laser pointer were connected to a potentiometer,
which recorded angular position with an accuracy of 0.05 deg.
In Experiment 2, GREL judgements were either performed by

setting the height of the projected laser beam via the dial controlled
laser pointer as in Experiment 1, or via arm pointing with the laser
fixed with adhesive tape onto the subjects’ index finger. For this
experiment, measures were directly taken from the dot location on
the board, which was recovered with a grid (Fick coordinates; i.e.
angular projections on a plane surface). A dim blue light diffused in
the experimental room allowed recordings of the dot position with

respect to the grid. Subjects wore blue filter goggles, so they could
not see the grid.

Procedure

The subjects’ task was to judge in darkness their perceived GREL,
defined as the plane through the eyes, which is always parallel to the
floor. Subjects were also indicated that its projection corresponds to
their perceived horizon, defined as “where the sky meets the sea”.
Drawings illustrating the experimental conditions and the objective
GREL plane with tilted subjects (Fig. 1B) were finally presented to
avoid any confusion about the nature of the judgement required.
In Experiment 1, the four experimental conditions required the

subjects to perform the task 1) under purely kinesthetic control
without vision, by setting the orientation of the rod through arm
lifting (GRELk); 2) under purely visual control without arm
movement, by setting the height of the visual target provided by
the external laser pointer via the remote control (GRELv.); 3) under
visual and kinesthetic control, by setting the height of the visual
target provided by the rod-fixed laser through arm lifting. In this
condition, both the rod and the laser were co-planar (i.e. coplanar
visual and kinesthetic information: GRELv+k); and 4) under visual
control with no “goal-directed” kinesthetic information, by replicat-
ing the same condition as in 3, except that the sagittal orientations of
the rod and the laser were divergent about 20° (i.e. non-coplanar
visual and kinesthetic information: GRELv/k). In Experiment 2, two
conditions were presented. The first one replicated the GRELv
protocol. For the second condition, subjects used natural arm
pointing movements to project the visual dot towards their perceived
GREL (GRELv/p). Subjects were asked to concentrate on the visual
dot location rather than on arm position.
The experimental conditions were randomly presented in separate

sessions lasting 30–45 min. Six whole-body pitch orientations were
deployed (upright; backward tilts: 10°, 20°, 30°; forward tilts: −10°,
−20°). Larger angles of tilt would have interfered with the visual
perception of the target onto the board. A session began and ended
in “upright” position, between which subjects were tilted randomly
into successive pitch orientations. Ten GREL estimates were
executed for each orientation within a time interval of 2 min.
Once tilted, the subjects waited still during approximately 20 s
(allowing the semi-circular canals’ response to be close to zero)
before being asked to perform their first setting. They were told to
keep their eyes closed during the entire experiment (GRELk) or
before and after each visual setting (GRELv; GRELv+k; GRELv/k;
GRELv/p). This allowed the experimenter to position the visual
target at a random location, above or below the physical projection
of GREL (GRELv), or the subjects to bring back the rod or their arm
in the same initial resting position (GRELk; GRELv+k; GRELv/k;
GRELv/p). Once the ten settings were performed, the chair was
brought back to the upright for 20 s before a new re-orientation was
presented.

Results

Experiment 1

When seated upright, subjects tended to estimate their
perceived GREL lower than the physical reference (i.e.
true eye level) for all the conditions (mean position:
−2.4 deg). No significant difference was found between
conditions in this upright orientation.

In order to test whether there is a linear relationship
between perceived GREL and whole-body tilt, a linear
regression analysis was applied to the mean individual
data recorded in the six body orientations for each of the
four experimental conditions. The results, summarized in

Fig. 1. A Illustration of the experimental setup. The motorized
chair rotated around the inter-ocular axis. B Schematic representa-
tion of the experimental conditions tested in the two experiments
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Table 1, showed a significant linear influence of the angle
of tilt on GRELk (F(1,58)=27.82; p<.001), GRELv

(F(1,58)=5.93; p<.01), GRELv+k (F(1,58)=13.57; p<.001),
and GRELv/k(F(1,58)=26.35; p<.001). All GREL estimates
seemed to be lowered with forward tilts and elevated with
backward tilts (Fig. 2).

In order to study the magnitude of this “body tilt effect”
(that is, the displacement of GREL in the direction of the
tilted body) in each of the experimental conditions, an
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to the slope
coefficients calculated for each individual regression line
in the four experimental conditions. Results showed a
main effect of condition, i.e. a difference in the magnitude
of the body tilt influence upon GREL settings according to
condition (F(3,27)=12.15; p<.001). Post hoc analyses
(Newman-Keuls test) showed that the tilt effect was not
significantly different between GRELv and GRELv+k.
However, it became significantly higher for GRELv/kvs.
GRELv(p<.05) and for GRELkvs. GRELv/k (p<.01;
Fig. 3).

In order to determine whether response variability was
affected by the experimental condition, an ANOVA was
performed on the mean intra-subjects standard deviations.
A main effect of the experimental condition was found
(F(3,27)=24.13; p<.001). Post-hoc analyses (Newman-
Keuls test) showed that the GRELv+k and GRELv/k

conditions yielded a lower intra-subjects’ variability than
the GRELv condition (p<.05), whereas the GRELk con-
dition yielded a higher intra-subjects’ variability than all
other conditions (p<.001; Fig. 4).

Experiment 2

GREL settings performed in upright body orientation
appeared also lower than the physical reference for both
conditions (mean position: −2.2 deg). No significant
difference was found between the conditions in this
vertical body orientation.

The linear regression analysis, applied to the mean
individual GREL estimates recorded in the six body
orientations for each experimental condition, showed a
significant linear influence of the angle of tilt on GRELv

(F(1,58)=5.62; p<.05), and GRELv/p(F(1,58)=70.63; p<.001;
Table 2). GREL estimates were again lowered with
forward tilts and elevated with backward tilts (Fig. 5).

A t-test, between the slope coefficients calculated for
each individual regression trend line in the two experi-

mental conditions, showed that these were statistically
different, reflecting a difference in the magnitude of the
body tilt influence (t(9)=−3.90; p<.01; Fig. 6). This
indicates that using the outstretched arm to assess visual
estimates of GREL (GRELv/p) increased the “body tilt
effect”.

A t-test was conducted on the mean intra-subjects
standard deviations of the GREL estimates for the two
experimental conditions to analyse the variability of
subject’s performance. It revealed that intra-subject vari-
ability was lower when visual GREL was assessed through
arm pointing movements (t(9)=5.20; p<.001; Fig. 7).

Discussion

In the present experiments, all GREL estimates recorded in
upright body orientation were consistently lower than the
physical reference (i.e. below the earth-referenced horizon
or “true” horizontal eye level), in agreement with the data
reported in the literature (Raphel and Barraud 1994; Stoper
and Cohen 1986). In addition, our study shows the
existence of a main effect of body orientation on the
perceived GREL, namely a linear attraction of the GREL
estimates towards the tilted body, at our stimulus
parameters. More strikingly, this influence extended to
perceptual judgements involving different sensory mod-
alities and/or different levels of motor activity. The second
main finding of this study is the absence of perceptual
improvement in GREL judgements (i.e. in terms of a
lower dependency on body orientation) when arm move-
ments were used (motor-kinesthetic involvement). Even
adding a kinesthetic component to a visual assessment
(GRELv/k) led to an increasing influence of body tilt,
compared with a passive visual task (GRELv).

Regarding the first aim of the present study, our results
confirm that GREL perception is not invariant in total
darkness, but appears to be dependent on body orientation.
Bourdin et al. (2001) showed a similar linear shift of
GREL estimates towards the tilted body for rotations well
below semicircular canals threshold rotations and small
pitch angles. Our results indicate that it is possible to
generalize this influence to larger body tilts induced by
suprathreshold rotations. Taken together, the findings have
important consequences for the manner observers judge
the height of an object with respect to external space. For
instance, the concomitant elevation of GREL with back-
ward tilts found in this study would imply a relative
lowering of the perceived location of an immobile target in
a dark environment. Schöne (1964) has already suggested

Table 1 Results of the linear regression analysis between the mean
individual GREL estimates and the different body orientations in
pitch (Experiment 1)

Experimental conditions β R2 p< Slope coefficient

GRELk .57 .32 .001 .34
GRELv .31 .09 .01 .07
GRELv+k .44 .19 .001 .11
GRELv/k .56 .31 .001 .18

Table 2 Results of the linear regression analysis between the mean
individual GREL estimates and the different body orientations in
pitch (Experiment 2)

Experimental conditions β R2 p< Slope coefficient

GRELv .30 .09 .05 .07
GRELv/p .74 .55 .001 .19
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that “under the influence of increased field strength, the
space appears to shift in the same direction as the
movement of the head”. Our findings enable us to extend
the influence of head and body orientation, in a smaller
scale but consistently, to a normogravity environment.

Such results can be interpreted in terms of body tilt
underestimation. Subjects would adjust the spatial refer-
ence as if they were less tilted than they actually were,
suggestive of a failure of the graviceptive sensory systems
needed to correctly perform the necessary transformation
of coordinates required by the task (Schöne 1964). This
hypothesis is comparable to explanations of the Aubert-
effect for subjective visual vertical estimates (Lechner-
Steinleitner 1978). However, several studies showed that
there is no direct link between the estimated body
orientation and the perception of geographical directions
such as vertical or horizontal (van Beuzekom and van
Gisbergen 2000; Bronstein 1999; Ebenholtz 1970; Mast
and Jarchow 1996; Mittelstaedt 1995).

An alternative to the tilt underestimation hypothesis
could emerge from the analysis of the task constraints of
the present experiments. Since estimating the GREL
consists of selecting, amongst all the horizontal planes
(geocentric component), the one which passes through the
eyes (egocentric component), the task involves a semi-
geocentric frame of reference. The effect of tilting the
body on GREL estimates could then be interpreted as a
bias induced by the egocentric component of the task. This
interpretation is in line with the idiotropic vector hypoth-
esis formulated for subjective visual vertical estimates
(Mittelstaedt 1983; 1999), that is, a central tendency to
shift judgements towards the subjects’ own longitudinal
axis. A comparable “egocentric attraction” was also
reported in previous reports involving geocentric judge-
ments, showing that head or body tilt can affect the hand
orientation with respect to earth-fixed horizontal (Chelette
et al. 1995) or the forearm orientation relative to earth
fixed vertical (Darling and Hondzinski 1999).

Fig. 2 Mean perceived GREL
with respect to whole-body tilt
for the four experimental con-
ditions (Experiment 1)

Fig. 3 Mean slope coefficient
of the linear regression trend
lines between the mean indivi-
dual GREL estimates and the
different body orientations, and
inter-subjects standard deviation
for the four experimental con-
ditions (Experiment 1). The
slope coefficient represents the
weight of the “body tilt effect”,
i.e the shift of GREL estimates
towards the body tilt
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The second major finding of this study is the influence
of experimental condition upon the general tilt effect
discussed above. GREL estimates performed through arm
movement only (GRELk) or visually performed with non
goal-directed arm movement (GRELv/k or GRELv/p) were
more dependent on body orientation than purely visual
settings (GRELv). Therefore, the results do not support the
hypothesis that arm movements against gravity should
reduce the tilt-based shift in GREL settings.

Bock (1994) and Gooey et al. (2000) showed that arm
position sense was significantly improved or became less
variable when gravity cues were not disturbed compared
with weightless environments or when adjustable loads
were added to the arm. These observations suggested that
lifting the arm in normal circumstances on earth might
provide additional positional information about arm ori-
entation in space. Although still under discussion, several
studies have shown that the gravitationally generated
torque around the shoulder of an extended arm could be
involved in arm position sense (Darling and Miller 1995;
Worringham and Stelmach 1985) and also in a more

general perception about the direction of gravity (Fitger
1976; Gentaz and Hatwell 1996; Luyat et al. 2001).
Considering these findings, we expected that any
additional gravitational cues would help the subjects in
perceiving their own body orientation better, and would
thus lead to reduce the tilt effect on GREL estimates.
However, our data suggested that there is no direct link
between the perception of body orientation and the
judgement of a semi-geocentric reference such as GREL.
If arm movements provide any additional input for
perceiving body position in space, they nevertheless
seem to enhance the GREL shift towards the subjects’
longitudinal axis. These findings indicate that active motor
involvement and/or the addition of kinesthetic input to the
GREL estimates acts as a perturbing factor, inducing a
switch towards a more egocentric frame of reference. This
calls into question the assumption that summing non-
conflicting multiple sensory inputs (Howard 1997) or
using intermodal information arising from action (Fouque
et al. 1999) should systematically improve perceptual
performance. For tasks defined in a purely geocentric

Fig. 4 Mean intra-subject vari-
ability and inter-subjects stan-
dard deviation for the four
experimental conditions (Exper-
iment 1)

Fig. 5 Mean perceived GREL
with respect to whole-body tilt
for the two experimental condi-
tions (Experiment 2)
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frame of reference such as the subjective vertical (Luyat et
al. 2001) or the subjective zenith (Mittelstaedt 1983)
assessed haptically, additional arm gravitational cues
offered by arm lifting can be helpful. However, in the
present semi-geocentric tasks, the movement of the arm
can reinforce the egocentric component of the frame of
reference used.

One might argue nevertheless that lifting a rod against
gravity with a bent arm (Experiment 1) could require a
more complicated transformation of coordinates, provid-
ing less precise or relevant kinesthetic information than
would be obtained from reaching an outstretched arm
through a more natural pointing movement (Experiment
2). As proposed by Gooey et al. (2000), the brain could
assign a particular significance to kinesthetic cues when
movements are performed through natural patterns often
experienced. However, both experiments led to the same
increase of the tilt effect on visual GREL estimates when
using an additional arm movement (GRELv/k or GRELv/p).
Therefore, whether the movement was natural or not,
adding a motor-kinesthetic component to the task inter-
fered with the subjects’ perception. On the other hand,
analysis of the intra-subject standard deviations showed
that combining visual and kinesthetic information

(GRELv+k; GRELv/k; GRELv/p) reduced the perceptual
variability with respect to that measured for estimates
involving a single sensory channel (GRELv GRELk), as
predicted by Bayes’ law (Ernst and Banks 2002). This
finding also has a correlate in the visual vertical. Whereas
the tilt-induced bias known as “A-effect” disappears when
a hemi-anesthetic patient lies on the anesthetic side,
variability and inconsistency of visual vertical estimates
rise significantly (Anastasopoulos and Bronstein 1999).

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that the
perception of the Gravity-Referenced Eye Level can be
modified by body tilt and motor-kinesthetic involvement.
These two factors might depend on the same cognitive
process consisting in a more or less pronounced shift from
a semi-geocentric frame of reference to a more egocentric
frame of reference. This interpretation is supported by
recent work, suggesting that egocentric and geocentric
frames of reference are pre-existing neurophysiological
structures between which subjects could switch easily,
depending on the task demand (Ghafouri et al. 2002).
These findings could be of value in man-machine
interfaces where subjects have to accurately locate their
perceptual horizon and related objects in a visually
impoverished environment.

Fig. 6 Mean slope coefficient
of the linear regression trend
lines between the mean indivi-
dual GREL estimates and the
different body orientations, and
inter-subjects standard deviation
for the two experimental condi-
tions (Experiment 2)

Fig. 7 Mean intra-subject vari-
ability and inter-subjects stan-
dard deviation for the two ex-
perimental conditions (Experi-
ment 2)
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